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The intention of this document is to describe the architecture and inter-
face design of the Blumberg Estate online Gallery and Catalog in order to 
get buy in from the client, an accurate bid from the backend developers 
and to determine the schedule and total cost.  It is a wireframe only and 
does not reflect visual design, only the organization and functionality of 
the interface elements.  Actual dimensions and arrangements of elements 
may vary in the final design.

The project will be executed in 2 distinct phases: 
 Phase I The Catalog
 Phase II The Gallery

Initially in Phase I the Catalog will be the entire site.  When the Gallery is 
built the Catalog will be a private page within the Gallery.  The Gallery will 
be public, the Catalog is private and requires login.  

Because the Catalog must function within the framework of the Gallery, it 
was necessary to design the architecture of the Gallery in Phase I.  The 
following pages describe the project as a whole.  We will be focusing 
on the Catalog, but with the Gallery and how the Catalog will fit into the 
Gallery must be kept in mind.  Classes and functions should be written 
to be used for both the Catalog and the Gallery.  Hopefully this will follow 
naturally from the design of the architecture.

The site will require 2 databases.  A database for the Catalog entries 
(sample data is included on page 15), and a database of the client contact 
information.  Both the Catalog and Gallery will access the same database.  
The collection administrator will mange this database via the online tool 
MyPHPadmin.  A more user friendly interface may be developed in the 
future at additional cost and is not included in this bid.  

We will use PHP scripts to access the SQL databases and XML formatted 
data between the PHP and the interface.  The technology for the interface 
is still undetermined.  The client requires specific web analytics recording: 
which images are viewed, for how long, and by who (based on general 
region only).  The preferred technology is ActionScript 3.0, consequently 
more research is required on how to handle the web analytics.  Do we 
write code to collect the data ourselves (painful), do we tie into another 
web analytic tools such as Omniture that works with Flash (expensive for 

client), find an alternate analytics tool, or do we create a work around by 
making system calls from within Flash (yes, let’s do this) , or do we write 
the entire site in PHP and Ajax (painful and clunky) ? 

The client will build the data required for the Catalog via excel and supply 
all of the images correctly formatted and sized.  Should the client want 
assistance with this work, it would incur an additional fee.  The work re-
quired to prepare the data and images is not included in this proposal and 
assumes all assets are delivered web ready.  We will create the database 
using the excel document.  The client is responsible for the accuracy of all 
data.

The ultimate size of the entire database is approximately 500 works of art.  
We will be starting with about 150 major works and the client will add to 
the database over time.  For the Gallery, there will be approximately 6-10 
images for each period and 15 images for each series for a total of ap-
proximately 130 images at any given time.  The structure of the database 
contains information that determines which images are used where and 
the client has complete control.  Care should therefor be given to error 
checking at the PHP level and should not assume that the data is neces-
sarily accurate.  Errors in the data should be communicated to the collec-
tion administrator via email.

 

 Prepared by: MMM Creative
                       2261 Silver Ridge Ave.
            Los Angeles, CA  90039
            (323) 664-3880

 Contact:        Susan Oslin
            susan@MMMcreative.com

                       October 9, 2008
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Diagram of gallery architecture
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Portraits Period

Later Works Period

home Page

The Home page shows a group of images that represents each period.  
Visitor may select a period by:
 1) selecting an image
 2) clicking on a period button

Once the visitor has selected a period, the slider marker will become vis-
ible on that period on the slider bar.  Actual screen size, image sizes and 
arrangements are to be determined based on appropriateness for actual 
artwork.
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samPle PerioD start Page

The visitor moves easily from period to period via a slider, emphasizing 
the relative evolution of the body of work as a whole. The light grey area 
denotes the visible window from which the entire strip of images of all the 
periods is seen as the artwork is scrolled.  As each period is passed over, 

the text area updates to describe that period.   The visitor may click on 
any image to see an enlarged version of that thumbnail. 
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Title of work
Period medium and size

Click anywhere on the image
to return to the previous page

samPle Detail Page

To return to the period start page, the visitor clicks on the image.  The 
first time the visitor rolls over the image a translucent text box hovers with 
instructions.  Once the visitor has clicked on a detail image to return to a 
period start page, this translucent instruction box no longer appears on 

rollover.  The visitor may also get back to the period start page by clicking 
on the slider.

Currently the text box will not update on a per detail basis and will remain 
static within each period.  Adding per detail text information may be added 
at a later phase and is not a part of this bid.  
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Later Works/Citycapes

Later Works/Portraits

Later Works/Bull Fights

Later Works/Abstract

later works start Page

The period ‘Later Works’ will contain 6 subsections, defined as series, as 
per the vertical slider seen on the right.  This section uses the same archi-
tecture as the horizontal scroll, but is a vertical scroll within the horizontal 
scroll.  The visitor scrolls up and down to view the various series within 

the ‘Later Works’ period. (See diagram on page 2.)
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samPle later works-series start Page

The visitor moves easily from series to series via the vertical slider. The 
light grey area denotes the visible window from which the entire strip of 
images of all the series is seen.  As each series is passed over, the text 
area updates to describe that series.   The visitor may click on any image 

to see an enlarged version.  
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Title of work
Later Works / Series medium and size

Click anywhere on the image
to return to the previous page

samPle later works series Detail Page

To return to the series start page, the visitor clicks on the image.  If the 
visitor has not yet seen the translucent text box that hovers with instruc-
tions upon rollover, this will be visible upon rollover.  Once the visitor has 
clicked on a detail image to return to the series start page, this translu-

cent instruction box no longer appears on rollover.  The visitor may also 
get back to the series start page by clicking on the vertical slider, or may 
likewise click to another period using the horizontal slider.
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plain text page

samPle text Page

These pages will be designed and further wireframed in Phase II, but will 
work within the specified framework as illustrated here.
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login

password

Click here to request a login and password

SUBMIT

I need help logging in, I forgot my password

collectors catalog login screen

The collectors catalog allows a collector or designer to select works of art 
by search criteria.  This portal is private and access can only be gained 
upon approval of the collection administrator.  (See Catalog Access Flow 
Diagram page 16) 
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phone

email

referred by

SUBMIT

collectors catalog create account screen

Submitting this form will send an email to the collection administrator 
requesting the creation of an account.  The collection administrator may 
accept or decline via 2 distinct automatically generated links in the email.  
If accepted client is sent a password and they are added to the client 

database. Email addresses will be used for all logins.  If denied the visitor 
will be sent an email declining the request.  (See Catalog Access Flow 
Diagram on page 16) 
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catalog home Page

Visitor enters search criteria from a drop down menu.  Multiple listings 
may be selected using the ctrl key.  Only categories that are specified will 
be used for the search.  Categories left in the default position will not be 
used for the search.  If no search criteria is selected the visitor is prompt-

ed to select at least one criteria for search. 
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x
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matched search artwork #1
matched search artwork #2
matched search artwork #3
matched search artwork #4
matched search artwork #5
matched search artwork #6
matched search artwork #7
matched search artwork #8
matched search artwork #9
matched search artwork #10
matched search artwork #11
matched search artwork #12

Request information on selected artwork

collector’s catalog samPle search results

Similar to the gallery website, the visitor clicks on any image, or from the 
list, to see an enlarged version of that image.  

The visitor may create a list of selected works by checking the box to 

the left.  When submitted this list is sent to the collection administrator to 
request additional information.  

Selected works will remain in the list when a new search is issued.  (The 
selected list is passed to the PHP script and IT is responsible for discard-
ing duplicates and returns only unique search results.)
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Title of work
Later Works / Series medium and size

Request information on selected artwork

Click anywhere on the image
to return to the previous page

catalog samPle search result Detail

The selected image’s title will correspondingly highlight in the search 
results list. 

To return to the search results thumbnails, the visitor clicks on the image.  

A translucent text box with instructions will appear over the image.  Once 
the visitor has clicked on a detail image to return to the search results 
thumbnails, this translucent instruction box will no longer appear.    
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placeholder.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P1/man_with_no_arms.jpg Man with no Arms French 36 x 24 oil on canvas 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P1/gillian_frost.jpg Gillian Frost French 36 x 24 oil on canvas 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P1/habernashery.jpg Habernashery French 98 x 24 oil on canvas 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P1/habernashery_the_second.jpg Habernashery the Second French 98 x 24 oil on canvas 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P1/the_girl _in_the_window.jpg The Girl in the Window French 48 x 48 oil on canvas 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P6/S3/blue_with_red.jpg Blue with Red Later Works Abstract 36 x 24 pastel on board 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

P6/S3/blue_with_red_2.jpg Blue with Red #2 Later Works Abstract 36 x 24 pastel on board 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P6/S3/blue_with_red_3.jpg Blue with Red #3 Later Works Abstract 36 x 24 pastel on board 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P6/S3/gigi_my_first_love.jpg Gigi my First Love Later Works Abstract 36 x 24 pastel on board 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P6/S3/archey_after_the_flood.jpg Archey After the Flood Later Works Abstract 98 x 24 pastel on board 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

P6/S3/whirlwond_summer.jpg Whirlwind Summer Later Works Abstract 98 x 24 pastel on board 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0

P6/S3/amy_where_have_you_gone.jpg Amy Where Have You Gone Later Works Abstract 48 x 48 pastel on board 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0

Required SQL Querys

website: load data returns XML by period and series, sorted in order by integer value in field 'is period', or 'is series'

records with the default value of '0' in the 'is period' field will not be included

the record in each period with a '1' in the 'is period' field in used on the home page

the record in each series with a '1' in the 'is series' field in used on the 'Later Works' start page for that series

it is the responsibility of the PHP script to handle duplicate integers and errors, the XML must be valid and properly formatted

catalog: load data returns XML by period, series, size, medium as matched by search criteria in order found and does not reqiure sorting

only returns matches that have a non zero value in the 'is catalog' field, there is no reason to use a value other than '1' at this time

catalog: save selections currently the visitor's selected works are simply emailed on submission to the visitor and a copy sent to the administrator

we may at some point want to add the functionality of that list being saved with the account record in the client database

please include a seperate bid for this added functionality
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Confirmation to 
Visitor

Submit

Email to Client 
with password 
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Email to Visitor Access to the catalog is restricted to approved clients only.  
Clients must request an account by filling out required 
information via a form submission.  Collection administrator 
can accept or deny via links provided in the email 
generated by the from submission.  A database is kept of 
all approved clients that is accessible by the collection 
administrator using MyPHPAdmin.

Currently the catalog will be the only page on the site.  It IS 
the site, so when the URL is typed in it will land on the 
login page.  In Phase II the catalog will be integrated into 
the main site and only accessed via a link on the main site.

collector’s catalog access flow
DeclineAccept

Email to Visitor

Doesn’t
recognize
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REVISED CATALOG ACCESS FLOW

Access to the catalog is restricted to 
approved clients only.  Clients must request 
an account by filling out required 
information via a form submission.  Curator 
(Collection administrator), can accept and 
grant full access, accept and grant limited 
access or deny via 3 distinct links provided 
in the email generated by the from 
submission.  No automatic email will be 
sent to the client with the password 
information.

A database is kept of all approved clients 
that is accessible by the Curator using 
MyPHPAdmin.  The Curator must go to the 
Curator’s administration catalog page in 
order to send the client their login password 
and create any predefined collections 
desired for that particular client.
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